**Backstage Area**

Can only be revealed from your Backstage area when you reveal your Superstar card.

**Legendary Steamboat Offense**

Your Trademark Finishers and maneuvers with 'chop,' 'drag,' 'flying' or 'toss' in the title are +10 when played as a Counter, you may ignore the "Can only be played after..." text on them, and when they are successfully played, draw up to 1 card.

When you successfully play a maneuver with 'flying body press' in the title, your opponent discards 1 card equal to the number of cards with "flying body press" in the title in your Ring.

**Steamboat's Legendary Ring Skill**

Mid-match Action / Reversal Special

When this card is successfully played, you may shuffle to play any 1 random card from your Arsenal, then discard the chosen card from your Arsenal.

When played after a card with 'arm drag' in the title, cannot be reversed from hand or Backlash.

Put up to 1 card from your Ringside into your hand, and your opponent puts 1 random card from hand on the bottom of his Arsenal.

**Rude's Seated Chinlock**

Submission

This card is considered to have 'neck breaker' in the title for your effects.

When played after a successfully played maneuver, look at your opponent's hand, choose 1 card, and he discards the chosen card.

When this card is WCW, it is Chain.

**Simply Ravishing**

Action + Action / Reversal Special

As an Action: When your Allegiance is n/a, remove up to 4 cards in your opponent's Ringside from the game; when it is WCW, put up to 2 cards from your Ringside under a WCW Card in your Ring; otherwise, draw up to 3 cards.

As a Reversal, reverse any non-Trademark Finisher maneuver.

When successfully played, shuffle up to 3 cards from your Ringside into your Arsenal.

**This Is What a REAL Man is Supposed to Look Like!**

Action + Action

Can only be reversed by 2 reversals cards.

Shuffle up to 10 cards from your Ringside into your Arsenal, and your opponent discards 2 cards.

When you play The Grind, he cannot play reversals to it, but you cannot play that card again for the rest of the turn.

**Beefcake's Classic Atomic Drop**

Grapple + Grapple

Cannot be reversed by Dr. +1 reversals.

When this card would be discarded or removed from the game, you may put it on the bottom of your Arsenal instead.

**Just a Little Off the Top**

Action

Your opponent cannot respond to this card.

Can only be played after a successfully played maneuver.

Shuffle this card into your Arsenal and he removes the top card of his Arsenal from the game.